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The Future of the Profit Split Method Edited by Robert Danon, Guglielmo Maisto, Vikram Chand & Gabriella Cappelleri Among the various
transfer pricing methods, the profit split method (PSM) is under the spotlight after the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)
project. However, both expert analysis and experience indicate that this method is not straightforward either for taxpayers to apply or for tax
administrations to evaluate. In this thorough and detailed commentary – the first book to analyse this increasingly adopted transfer pricing
method – notable scholars and practitioners working in the international tax community express their views on the method, answering some
unresolved questions and highlighting issues that are still open and pending, especially in light of the digitalization of the economy. Crucial
issues covered by the contributors include the following: choice of the appropriate splitting factors, their relative weights, and valuation of the
contributions; uncertainties and outcomes potentially not aligned with the arm’s-length standard; possible role of assessments made by the
European Commission on State aid; nexus with the work done by the EU Joint Transfer Pricing Forum; impact of profit split on indirect taxes
(VAT/customs tax/excise tax); and application to digital business models and, in general, to the digitalized economy. Moreover, relevant
experience of applying this method in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States is provided. A
concluding chapter also deals with selected industry experiences. Due to a high level of uncertainty in alignment with international guidance
in the application of the PSM – and to the underdeveloped nature of current literature on the subject – there is a need for this book because
both tax administrations and taxpayers, going forward, will apply the PSM extensively. The book is highly relevant for policymakers, tax
administrations, practitioners and academics engaged in the areas of international taxation, transfer pricing and tax policy.
Transfer pricing is one of the most significant tax issues for corporations having international operations. It attracts the scrutiny of tax
authorities worldwide and continues to draw attention of more and more countries' tax legislatures. Because of the heavy impact of income
allocations on the bottom line of a corporation's business, especially potentially forced ones, international tax and business professionals
need to be very careful about their tax planning and compliance efforts in order to meet the established transfer pricing standards.Practical
Guide to Transfer Pricing Rules and Compliance offers extensive yet clear guidance through the complex maze of U.S. transfer pricing rules.
The book is authored by leading experts in the transfer pricing scene. Throughout the book, the authors cover all aspects of transfer pricing
relevant to the practitioner, starting with general legal principles and apportionment methods, then moving on to more specific subjects such
as transfers of tangible vs. intangible goods and the impact of e-commerce and U.S. customs on transfer pricing, and finally exploring highly
practical matters like procedural strategies and post-examination procedures. The book's practical coverage and approach include:
*Comprehensive analysis of the U.S. rules, case law and guidance on transfer pricing for tangible goods, intangibles, and services *Complex
cost-sharing planning principles, including buy-in* *Cutting edge e-commerce transfer pricing issues *U.S. penalty and documentation rules
*Documentation with checklists, questionnaires and model report *U.S. penalty rules comparedto those of other important countries *Overlap
between transfer pricing and Customs valuation issues *Customs ruling based on an APA *In-depth, step-by-step analysis of the favored
approach to transfer pricing controversy, including: --Developing a substantive/procedural strategy (with detailed flow-chart) --Preparing for
examination --Identifying post-examination opportunities to resolve the dispute Special appendices provide a variety of "practice tools"
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designed to facilitate the understanding of the IRS' provisions and their translation into action, e.g., IRS forms, tables and charts of relevant
cases, and comparisons of international transfer pricing rules within particular contexts. The thorough elaboration of the topics discussed,
paired with clear and understandable writing, makes this new volume an excellent reference for both the experienced practitioner and the
newcomer to the transfer pricing field.
The arm's length principle serves as the domestic and international standard to evaluate transfer prices between members of multinational
enterprises for tax purposes. The OECD has adopted the arm's length principle in Article 9 of its Model Income Tax Convention in order to
ensure that transfer prices between members of multinational enterprises correspond to those that would have been agreed between
independent enterprises under comparable circumstances. The arm's length principle provides the legal framework for governments to have
their fair share of taxes, and for enterprises to avoid double taxation on their profits. This timely book contains a comparative analysis of the
legal basis for the arm's length principle and the contents of the arm's length rules in US tax law as well as in the OECD Model Tax
Convention and Transfer Pricing Guidelines. It includes a thorough review of international case law on transfer pricing from the United States,
Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. The book ends with an analysis of
the issues associated with the application of the arm's length principle for multinational enterprises in a global economy.
Issues of transfer pricing have come to the fore in both international tax and customs regimes. In particular, the problem of how to apply the
two systems of valuation to the same transaction is of widespread concern. This well-known book, now in a fully updated second edition, is a
problem-solving guide for professionals charged with valuating transactions in their client’s or company’s best interests. Through detailed
examination of relevant guidelines, transfer pricing methodologies, and business realities prevailing among multinational enterprises, it offers
a cogent and convincing account of how tax and customs transfer pricing regimes may be harmonized. Among other essential elements, the
author discusses the following in depth: – the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines; – the GATT/WTO Customs Valuation Code (GVC) and
other valuation rules in key jurisdictions and regional agreements; – the OECD and UN model tax conventions; – the arm’s length principle; –
methods, both traditional and new, of determining whether the parties’ relationship in uenced the price; and – additions to and deductions
from the customs value. This second edition discusses new developments in the eld, including a chapter on Commentary 23.1 and Case
Study 14.1 of the Technical Committee on Customs Valuation of the World Customs Organization (WCO) – the rst international instruments
linking transfer pricing and customs valuation. The book concludes with an analysis of the circumstances and conditions under which the
introduction of transfer pricing year-end adjustments to transaction value would be consistent with Article 1 of the GVC. The book will
continue to provide practitioners, customs administrations, and academics with a highly practical analysis of the intersection of transfer pricing
and customs valuation. It will be welcomed by customs administrations charged with examining the acceptability of a transaction value xed
between related parties and by multinational companies as a truly actionable tool they can use to optimize decision-making as it relates to
transfer pricing and customs valuation in a “real world” setting.
The taxation of multinational corporate groups has become a major concern in the academic and political debate on the future of international
taxation. In particular the arm’s length standard for the determination of transfer prices is under increasing pressure. Many countries and
international bodies are now taking a closer look at the use of transfer prices for profit shifting and are exploring alternative mechanisms such
as formulary apportionment for the allocation of taxing rights. With regard to this topic, this volume is the first to offer a concise analysis of
transfer pricing in the international tax arena from an interdisciplinary legal and economic point of view. Fundamentals such as the efficient
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allocation of resources within multi-unit firms and distortions between different goals of transfer pricing as well as different aspects of it in tax
and corporate law, the traditional OECD approach and practical aspects concerning intangibles, capital and risk allocation are covered by
outstanding authors.
How many of us still have time to read 660+ page guidelines? How many of us have time to take those guidelines and combine them with
chapters adopted after the guidelines were published? How does a student begin to study a work of this size, without getting hopelessly lost?
This book reflects my love for systematic thinking and reducing clutter. It is aimed at giving fast, accurate, information through diagrams and
summaries. I believe it may fill a need at a time where we are buried under information and do not always have time to read ten page articles,
hundred-page court decisions, or six hundred page guidelines. This book does not pretend to be a replacement of the 2017 OECD Transfer
Pricing Guidelines; it is an introduction, giving an overview of the wide variety of topics covered, with paragraph references to the underling
Guideline paragraphs, so that we know where to find them. In this book, the 2017 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines are summarized three
times: first as a one-page overview, then as a longer executive summary and finally as an extended summary of most of the paragraphs of
the 2017 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines. The extended summary references the actual paragraphs in the 2017 OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines. As the 2017 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines is a live document, which is continuously updated, I will substitute existing the
2017 OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines chapters and paragraphs with draft and final material published after 2017. These texts are clearly
marked and will first concern the profit allocation to PEs, the profit split method and financial transactions, when those documents are
finalised by the OECD.The book follows the order of topics as given in the actual guidelines, albeit that I have added to Annexes to the
different chapters in the chapters where they belong. This book is only descriptive: I have not given my opinion about the choices made,
though it is difficult to make a summary without some degree of interpretation.
An overarching look at transfer pricing regimes in Asia-Pacific countries and what they mean for foreign businesses A comprehensive guide
for companies doing business globally, Asia-Pacific Transfer Pricing Handbook explains the policies and practices that Asia-Pacific countries
employ with regards to taxing foreign businesses. The only book that analyzes and guides companies through the often complex transfer
pricing rules in place in Asian-Pacific nations, the book explains how authorities in fifteen countries, including ASEAN, India, New Zealand,
Japan, and South Korea, tax any company doing business within their borders. Helping foreign companies to properly price their goods and
services for global markets, providing defenses for transfer pricing audits, explaining standards for creating comparables that
multijurisdictional tax administrations will accept, explaining documentation requirements and timing issues, and creating awareness about
inadvertently becoming a permanent establishment, Asia-Pacific Transfer Pricing Handbook is an essential resource for doing business
abroad. Provides comprehensive, accessible information on transfer pricing in Asia-Pacific countries Covers fifteen Asia-Pacific countries,
including all ASEAN countries, giving readers unparalleled exposure to the different transfer pricing arrangements across the region Explains
how companies doing business abroad should price their goods and services for global markets to remain in accordance with the law A
complete and comprehensive guide to transfer pricing and its implications for firms and accountants operating in the Asia-Pacific region, AsiaPacific Transfer Pricing Handbook explains everything foreign companies need to know about doing business abroad.
This is the first book to present a sustained analysis and critique of arm's length based transfer pricing rules following the G20 / OECD Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project. The book considers the nature and scope of transfer pricing rules based on the arm's length
principle starting with an explanation of how the rules were created and and how they evolved over time. It provides how internationally
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accepted transfer pricing rules were applied immediately prior to the BEPS project, and describes the principal problems that had arisen with
those rules. The issues highlighted include problems relating to the complexity of the rules, the use and availability of comparables, and, in
particular, problems permitting avoidance and income shifting, including problems related to low tax entities with 'excessive capital'. Having
described the pre-BEPS rules and inherent problems, the book goes on to examine the extent to which the work undertaken by the BEPs
project provides a solid foundation for future transfer pricing determinations and the problems that remain after BEPS. It identifies those
issues on which the BEPS output has been positive, and also those issues which BEPS has not successfully addressed and which remain
problematic. This book is the most detailed and up-to-date publication on this highly topical and often controversial topic.
This concise, practical guide to the latest issues in the rapidly evolving legal regime on transfer pricing in the US context fills the need to gain
a firm grasp of transfer pricing rules and practice for corporate counsel and practitioners worldwide, enabling them to prepare compliant
solutions and strategies and avoid pitfalls. The book begins with a general introduction to transfer pricing and then discusses the current
OECD's Transfer Pricing Guidelines, which form the basis for most transfer pricing rules around the world. The book describes in detail the
approved methods for tangible and intangible property, cost sharing, services and the best method rule. Then the book discusses functional
analysis for the various methods, including the necessary documentation and penalty rules. This book is an indispensable resource for
practitioners and academics, and it will be very useful to state tax authorities.
This publication is a response to the need, often expressed by developing countries, for clearer guidance on the policy and administrative
aspects of applying transfer pricing analysis to some of the transactions of multinational enterprises (MNEs) in particular. Such guidance
should not only assist policy makers and administrators in dealing with complex transfer pricing issues, but should also assist taxpayers in
their dealings with tax administrations. Without an effective response to transfer pricing issues, profits earned in one jurisdiction might appear
to be shifted to another jurisdiction. This may have the net effect of minimising tax revenues in a country where economic activity of the MNE
takes place, and therefore the ability to finance country's development.
OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations provides guidance on the valuation for tax purposes
of cross-border transactions between associated enterprises.
- Foreword - Preface - Abbreviations and Acronyms - Glossary - The Arm's Length Principle - Transfer Pricing Methods - Comparability
Analysis - Administrative Approaches to Avoiding and Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes - Documentation - Special Considerations for
Intangibles - Special Considerations for Intra-Group Services - Cost Contribution Arrangements - Transfer Pricing Aspects of Business
Restructurings - Annex to the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines - Annex I to Chapter II. Sensitivity of Gross and Net Profit Indicators - Annex
II to Chapter II. Example to Illustrate the Application of the Residual Profit Split Method - Annex III to Chapter II. lllustration of Different
Measures of Profits When Applying a Transactional Profit Split Method - Annex to Chapter III. Example of a Working Capital Adjustment Annex I to Chapter IV. Sample Memoranda of Understanding for Competent Authorities to Establish Bilateral Safe Harbours - Annex II to
Chapter IV. Guidelines for Conducting Advance Pricing Arrangements under the Mutual Agreement Procedure (MAP APAs) - Annex I to
Chapter V. Transfer Pricing Documentation - Master file - Annex II to Chapter V. Transfer Pricing Documentation - Local file - Annex III to
Chapter V. Transfer Pricing Documentation - Country-by-Country Report - Annex IV to Chapter V. Country-by-Country Reporting
Implementation Package - Annex to Chapter VI. Examples to Illustrate the Guidance on Intangibles - Annex to Chapter VIII. Examples to
Illustrate the Guidance on Cost Contribution Arrangements - Appendix. Recommendation of the Council on the Determination of Transfer
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Pricing between Associated Enterprises [C(95)126/Final, as amended
Advanced praise for Transfer Pricing Methods "Feinschreiber and a team of renowned executives have provided thedefinitive transfer-pricing
guide to this challenging area. At atime when many companies are reviewing documents, policies, andprocedures, it's wonderful to have a
concise, clearly writtenreference focused on what may be the most critical corporate taxissue." -Charles R. Goulding, Managing Director, Tax
Cooper Industries, Inc. "It is refreshing to find a treatise on transfer pricing thatcombines practical business considerations, economic theory,
and adiscussion of technical tax rules in a way that is meaningful notonly for large corporate enterprises but also small andmedium-sized
businesses." -Vikram A. Gosain, JD, CPA, Director of Transfer Pricing General Electric Capital Corporation "This well-written book will be
useful both to attorneys new to thepractice area and to older hands. It includes very helpfuldiscussions on valuation issues that will be
particularly usefulfor in-house counsel and accountants." -Joseph C. Mandarino, Partner Troutman Sanders, LLP "Feinschreiber and his
contributors have cogently explainedhundreds of useful facets in the transfer pricing field that havetaken others volumes to articulate. The
busy professional shouldconsider this book in his or her quest for knowledge in thescintillating tax specialty." -Charles L. Crowley, Partner
ITS/Customs and International Trade Practice, Ernst & Young,LLP "Transfer Pricing Methods . . . should become a standard tool forevery
owner-managed and mid-cap multinational." -Enrique MacGregor, Principal-in-Charge, Transfer PricingServices Grant Thornton LLP "Bob's
vast experience in transfer pricing matters has again beencaptured between the covers of a book. Thank you, Bob, and yourcontributing
colleagues, for producing another valuablehelpmate." -Alan Getz, Vice President and General Manager, Tax Mitsui & Co., Inc. (U.S.A.)
"Feinschreiber's current publication is a practical handbook thatpresents transfer pricing tools that can assist tax professionalsof mid-sized
companies to optimize profits, manage cash flows, andmoderate taxes in a defensible manner." -Per H. Hasenwinkle, National Practice
Leader, TransferPricing BDO Seidman, LLP
This handbook provides a comprehensive analysis of the transfer pricing issues that affect taxpayers and tax collectors alike. It has a
practical focus advising taxpayers about transfer pricing techniques and their consequences. * Provides non-tax transfer pricing guidance on
such issues as imported merchandise, customs-related issues, and customs appraisement * Describes IRS penalties in detail * Describes
various transfer pricing methodologies This core volume (ISBN 0471-406619) is supplemented annually. The 2002 Supplement includes
updates to both Transfer Pricing 3e and Transfer Pricing International. It contains: * Two new chapters on Cost-Sharing Buy-Ins and
Technology, Licensing, and Economic Issues in Transfer Pricing * Complete revisions to chapters on New Zealand, Singapore, Belgium,
Czech Republic, Russia, and South Africa. (with updates to Germany chapter) * New Appendix containing information regarding Practice
Note 7 This supplement updates the core volumes, Feinschreiber/Transfer Pricing Handbook, Third Edition (ISBN 0471-406619) and
Transfer Pricing International: A Country by Country Guide (ISBN 0471-385239).
"In this valuable work Professor Abdallah lays out the factors a good international transfer pricing system should have. . . . A multinational
enterprise must reach a number of business decisions involving transfer pricing, such as where to manufacture a specific product, levels of
capital investment, and profit planning by location. Rather than `shooting from the hip' and trying to solve problems one at a time, Professor
Abdallah says, companies should develop a comprehensive policy to resolve the inevitable problems. In short, transfer pricing problems are
here and will continue to be here. While there is no single answer, a written policy approach is best. Anyone responsible for international
transfer pricing will be helped immeasurably by referring to this valuable book." Management Accounting
This book provides a detailed assessment of current approaches to transfer pricing in the context of small- and middle-sized enterprises
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(SMEs), including the newest update of Transfer Pricing Guidelines from 10 July 2017. It analyzes the transfer pricing rules for SMEs across
the European Union (EU) and explores two alternative approaches as suitable solutions for current transfer pricing issues. The authors
evaluate and discuss alternative approaches like Safe Harbour and Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). Taking into
account the prominent role of SMEs in the European Union’s economy, the book also puts forward policy recommendations to achieve the
long-term goals of the EU’s 2020 agenda.
Now in its fourth edition, Global Transfer Pricing: Principles and Practices continues to provide a straightforward and accessible introduction
to this complex and increasingly important area of business taxation. It offers readers an overall view of transfer pricing as it is practised
today, including the 2017 changes to OECD transfer pricing guidance following the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) initiative. In
addition to the theory of transfer pricing, this practical handbook explains how to implement transfer pricing models in global multinationals,
how to monitor transactions to ensure compliance and how to create transfer pricing documentation. This new edition includes: -An update on
the implementation of BEPS recommendations, including artificial avoidance or permanent establishment status and prevention of treaty
abuse -Implementation of transfer pricing documentation and country-by-country reporting -Additional case law references Chapter updates
include: -Chapter 5 'Financing' has been updated to include commentary on the OECD discussion draft on transfer pricing aspects of financial
transactions, including treasury function, guarantee fees and captive insurance -Chapter 7 'Profit Split' has been expanded to cover new
guidance on profit split and the recent trend towards the use of this transfer pricing methodology -The 'UK' chapter includes new content on
interest restriction rules and transfer pricing, penalties for non-compliance, rules governing the conduct of transfer pricing audits and also
Brexit considerations -A new chapter has been added on 'The Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments' to cover Articles 7 and 9 of
the OECD Model Tax Treaty
About this book: Fundamentals of Transfer Pricing aims to capture the concepts and fundamental principles of transfer pricing by providing
theoretical and practical knowledge on transfer pricing topics. Transfer pricing continues to be one of the most significant areas of heightened
controversy in international taxation for multinational enterprises and tax administrations. Due to its far-reaching consequences, tax
professionals and individual tax jurisdictions are required to understand the fundamentals of the topic, which is often caught in a maze of
literature. Emerging from the joint research conducted by the WU Transfer Pricing Center at the Institute for Austrian and International Tax
Law at WU, Vienna University of Economics and Business, the international tax law firm L&P - Ludovici Piccone & Partners and the
experiences from the annual advanced transfer pricing courses and conferences, this book acts as a manual for understanding transfer
pricing principles and their practical application. It provides a balanced approach by detailing the basics of transfer pricing and then
proceeding to specific topics that are highly relevant in today's tax environment. What's in this book: This book encompasses contributions
from various authors, including policymakers, practitioners and academics who have extensive experience in this field. For ease of
understanding, the book is presented in two parts: Part I: General Topics I. Introduction to Transfer Pricing II. Accurate Delineation and
Recognition of Actual Transactions: Comparability Analysis III. Transfer Pricing Methods (Part I): Traditional Transaction Methods IV.
Transfer Pricing Methods (Part II): Transactional Profit Methods V. Administrative Approaches to Avoiding/Minimizing Transfer Pricing
Disputes VI. Administrative Approaches to Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes VII. Transfer Pricing Documentation: Master File, Country File
and Country-by-Country Reporting Part II: Specific Topics VIII. Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments IX. Transfer Pricing and
Intra-group Services X. Transfer Pricing and Intra-group Financial Transactions XI. Transfer Pricing and Intangibles XII. Transfer Pricing,
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Supply Chain Management and Business Restructurings XIII. Transfer Pricing and Customs Valuation XIV. Transfer Pricing and EU State Aid
In analysing the above topics, the work undertaken by the OECD, UN, EU, World Customs Organization, World Bank, International Monetary
Fund and other international organizations is considered. Moreover, the book contains several practical examples, judicial precedents and
illustrative explanations to complement the understanding. Considering the evolving nature of transfer pricing in the specific topics mentioned
above, this book will be periodically updated in order to provide up-to-date guidance to its first publication. How this will help you: This book is
also used as a reference tool in the Advanced Transfer Pricing Courses organized by the WU Transfer Pricing Center. The book will be a
catalyst for immense learning of students and young professionals who are at the introductory stage of understanding the nuances of transfer
pricing. Further, the book also caters to tax lawyers, in-house tax counsels and academics working in international organizations, the
business community and advisory firms as well as government officials interested in understanding transfer pricing.
Via a global analysis of more than 180 transfer pricing cases from 20 representative jurisdictions, Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes
explains how the law on transfer pricing operates in practice and examines how disputes between taxpayers and tax administrations are dealt
with around the world. It has been designed to be an essential complement to the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises and Tax Administrations, which focus on transfer pricing issues but do not refer to specific transfer pricing disputes. All of the
transfer pricing cases discussed in the book are linked to the relevant paragraphs of the OECD Guidelines by means of a 'Golden Bridge',
namely a table listing the cases according to the paragraphs of the Guidelines to which they refer. It therefore provides examples of the
application of the Arm's Length Principle in many settings on all continents.
Learn OECD guidance on business taxation in multiplecountries A business that is not aware of all of its exposure to the taxpolicy of each
country in which it does business may find itselfpaying more in taxes that the share of profit it generates. TheOrganisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) seeksto reduce the risk of business taxation in multiple countries.Transfer Pricing Handbook explores
how countries can applythe OECD Guidelines to tax businesses that conduct their endeavorsin more than one country. It is the ultimate
comprehensive guidefor companies doing business globally. Helps companies properly price their goods and services forglobal markets
Provides defenses for transfer pricing audits Provides standards for creating comparables thatmultijurisdictional tax administrations will
accept Guides documentation requirements and timing issues If you're doing business in more than one country, TransferPricing Handbook
is a must-have, essential guide forsimplifying OECD regulations for your global company.
This book provides a concise and pragmatic introduction to transfer pricing. Approaching the subject from an economic and business
perspective, it familiarizes the reader with the basic concepts without getting sidetracked by tax law. In turn, the book draws on case studies
to demonstrate the identification and application of appropriate transfer pricing methods for the most common intercompany transactions. The
intuitive step-by-step guidance, together with integrated Excel-based tools, will equip the reader to ensure compliance with the arm’s length
principle and thus to minimize tax risk. Based on the post-BEPS OECD Guidelines, the book’s content is applicable to a global context.

This supplement updates the core volumes, Feinschreiber/Transfer Pricing Handbook, Third Edition (ISBN 0471-406619) and
Transfer Pricing International: A Country by Country Guide (ISBN 0471-385239).
Practical Guide to U.S. Transfer Pricing is a total approach to U.S. transfer pricing For The complex global marketplace. No book
on the market today offers you a more thorough approach to transfer pricing rules that Practical Guide to U.S. Transfer Pricing.
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The tremendous increase in international trade among the nations of the world has made transfer pricing the most important
international tax issues for governments. Thus, it is a major problem for major multinational corporations, which are subject to
detriments from transfer pricing rules and adjustments, especially double taxation, penalties, And The cost of compliance. Packed
with ready-to-use guidelines, detailed examples, and useful tips, Practical Guide to U.S. Transfer Pricing has been specifically
designed to help you make today's transfer pricing rules work for your corporation. The book brings together For The first time, a
wealth of features that will empower you to deal quickly and efficiently with all transfer pricing issues and problems. You will find:
Unsurpassed coverage of U.S. transfer pricing substantive rules Incisive comparisons of the U.S. rules To The international
accepted OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines Information on both special and traditional procedures for transfer pricing cases
Comprehensive explanations of all major transfer pricing methods, such as the Comparable Uncontrolled Price Method, Cost Plus
Method, Comparable Profits Methods, and Profit Split Method Criteria for choosing the best transfer pricing method Ideas on how
to cope with the U.S. rules in light of foreign requirements A checklist that multinationals can use in developing an international
strategy for transfer pricing compliance A full description of the proposed method of global trading of financial products.
This consolidated version of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines includes the revised guidance on safe harbours adopted in
2013, as well as the recent amendments made by the Reports on Actions 8-10 and 13 of the BEPS Actions Plan and conforming
changes to Chapter IX.
This report addresses the practical administration of transfer pricing programmes by tax administrations.
Transfer pricing refers to the pricing of cross-border intercompany transactions. In the context of taxation, the main aim of transfer
pricing is to share the income è^' and thus, the tax base è^' of multinational enterprises between the countries where they are
doing business. The importance of transfer pricing has significantly expanded over the last few decades. With the globalisation of
business activities, the need for States to monitor transfer prices so as to avoid the illegitimate erosion of their tax base, and the
risk of double taxation faced by groups entering into intercompany transactions, transfer pricing has become a key question for
multinational enterprises and tax administrations.
This report contains revised standards for transfer pricing documentation incorporating a master file, local file, and a template for
country-by-country reporting of revenues, profits, taxes paid and certain measures of economic activity. The revised standardised
approach and will require taxpayers to articulate consistent transfer pricing positions and will provide tax administrations with
useful information to assess transfer pricing and other BEPS risks, make determinations about where audit resources can most
effectively be deployed, and, in the event audits are called for, provide information to commence and target audit enquiries.
Country-by-country reports will be disseminated through an automatic government-to-government exchange mechanism. The
implementation package included in this report sets out guidance to ensure that the reports are provided in a timely manner, that
confidentiality is preserved and that the information is used appropriately, by incorporating model legislation and model Competent
Authority Agreements forming the basis for government-to-government exchanges of the reports
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Including expert commentary and UK guidance, this second edition comprehensively outlines the general UK principles of transfer
pricing and includes matrices of pricing. Contents include: what is it and why does it matter? * OECD and legislative principles
(theory) * tangible goods transactions * intra-group services * financing transactions * intangibles * global trading and the allocation
of profits to permanent establishment * transfer pricing planning * documentation * eliminating double taxation * practical
difficulties, with arm's length pricing and transfer pricing planning.
Transfer Pricing HandbookGuidance on the OECD RegulationsJohn Wiley & Sons
Transfer Pricing Rules and Compliance Handbook is a valuable overview and introduction for those involved in transfer pricing
decisions in the United States, as well as foreign tax and business professionals with a need to deal with U.S. transfer pricing
rules. It is the perfect introductory book for practitioners new to transfer pricing issues and business executives and financial
managers who need to understand these important principles and rules that impact multinational business entities and operations.
The book addresses the growing need for a working level of understanding of transfer pricing concepts. Over the last decade,
transfer pricing decisions have become more important to multinational entities. The sheer magnitude of potential adjustments,
combined with the ability to trigger cross-border tax disputes and the potential to have a material impact on financial reporting,
ensures that transfer pricing will remain an area of continued corporate vigilance. Given the potential for transfer pricing decisions
to globally impact tax, financial and operational results, it is important that financial and operational personnel at multinational
entities who are making transfer pricing decisions possess the information they need. This book includes topics that will help them
to make informed decisions. Such topics include: - the U.S. rules governing transfer pricing - how taxpayers can document transfer
pricing determinations to avoid disputes - how to manage a transfer pricing examination - post-examination procedural alternatives
to resolve transfer pricing disputes, and much more. This book also discusses the advance pricing agreement (APA) procedure,
an approach whereby taxpayers prospectively agree with one or more tax authorities regarding their transfer pricing
determinations. Finally, it covers the impact of transfer pricing on other tax issues, the impact of transfer pricing on non-tax
regulatory issues including customs valuations, Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and FASB Interpretation No. 48.
Transfer pricing continues to be one of the most significant areas of heightened controversy in international taxation for
multinational enterprises and tax administrations. Due to its far-reaching consequences, tax professionals and individual tax
jurisdictions are required to understand the fundamentals of the topic, which is often caught in a maze of literature. Emerging from
the joint research conducted by the WU Transfer Pricing Center at the Institute for Austrian and International Tax Law at WU
(Vienna University of Economics and Business), the international tax law firm L&P – Ludovici Piccone & Partners, and the
experiences from the annual advanced transfer pricing courses and conferences, this first edition of the book acts as a manual for
understanding transfer pricing principles and their practical application. It provides a balanced approach by first detailing the basics
of transfer pricing and second proceeding to specific topics that are highly relevant in today's tax environment. For the purpose of
easy understanding, the book is presented in two parts: Part I: General Topics I. Introduction to Transfer Pricing II. Accurate
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Delineation and Recognition of Actual Transactions: Comparability Analysis III. Transfer Pricing Methods (Part I): Traditional
Transaction Methods IV. Transfer Pricing Methods (Part II): Transactional Profit Methods V. Administrative Approaches to
Avoiding/Minimizing Transfer Pricing Disputes VI. Administrative Approaches to Resolving Transfer Pricing Disputes VII. Transfer
Pricing Documentation: Master File, Country File and Country-by-Country Reporting Part II: Specific Topics VIII. Attribution of
Profits to Permanent Establishments IX. Transfer Pricing and Intra-group Services X. Transfer Pricing and Intra-group Financial
Transactions XI. Transfer Pricing and Intangibles XII. Transfer Pricing, Supply Chain Management and Business Restructurings
XIII. Transfer Pricing and Customs Valuation XIV. Transfer Pricing and EU State Aid In analysing the above topics, the work
undertaken by the OECD, UN, EU, World Customs Organization, World Bank, International Monetary Fund and other international
organizations is considered. Moreover, the book contains several practical examples, judicial precedents and illustrative
explanations to complement the understanding. The book will be a catalyst for immense learning of students and young
professionals who are at the introductory stage of understanding the nuances of transfer pricing. Further, the book also caters to
tax lawyers, in-house tax counsels and academics working in international organizations, the business community and advisory
firms as well as government officials interested in understanding transfer pricing.
Recent years have seen unprecedented public scrutiny over the tax practices of Multinational Enterprise (MNE) groups. Tax policy
and administration concerning international transactions, aggressive tax planning, and tax avoidance have become an issue of
extensive national and international debate in developed and developing countries alike. Within this context, transfer pricing,
historically a subject of limited specialist interest, has attained name recognition amongst a broader global audience that is
concerned with equitable fiscal policy and sustainable development. Abusive transfer pricing practices are considered to pose
major risk to the direct tax base of many countries and developing countries are particularly vulnerable because corporate tax
tends to account for a larger share of their revenue. This handbook is part of the wider WBG engagement in supporting countries
with Domestic Resource Mobilization (DRM) by protecting their tax base and aims to cover all relevant aspects that have to be
considered when introducing or strengthening transfer pricing regimes. The handbook provides guidance on analytical steps that
can be taken to understand a country’s potential exposure to inappropriate transfer pricing (transfer mispricing) and outlines the
main areas that require attention in the design and implementation of transfer pricing regimes. A discussion of relevant aspects of
the legislative process, including the formulation of a transfer pricing policy, and the role and content of administrative guidance, is
combined with the presentation of country examples on the practical application and implementation of the arm’s length principle
and on running an effective transfer pricing audit program. Recognizing the importance of transfer pricing regulation and
administration for the business environment and investor confidence, this handbook aims to balance the general objective of
protecting a country’s tax base and raising additional revenue with investment climate considerations wherever appropriate.
"The pricing of goods and services within a multi-divisional organization, particularly in regard to cross-border transactions, has
emerged as one of the most contentious areas of international tax law. This is due in no small measure to the rise of transfer
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pricing regulations as governments seek to stem the flow of tax revenue overseas, making the issue one of great importance to
multinational corporations. This thoroughly practical work provides guidance on an array of critical transfer pricing issues. The
guide's relevance is further enhanced by the inclusion of country chapters covering domestic transfer pricing issues in a variety of
key national jurisdictions."
Transfer pricing is one of the most relevant and challenging topics in international taxation. Over the last century, nearly every
country in the world introduced transfer pricing rules into their domestic legislation. Indeed, it was estimated that profit shifting
generated by the improper application of transfer pricing rules has resulted in global tax losses worth USD 500 billion for
governments – 20% of all corporate tax revenues. It is thus imperative that all tax professionals thoroughly understand the nature
of transfer pricing and how the growing body of applicable rules works in practice. In this crucially significant volume, stakeholders
from government, multinational companies, international organisations, advisory groups and academia offer deeply informed
perspectives, both general and specific, on the practical application of transfer pricing rules, taking into consideration all the most
recent developments. With approximately 160 practical examples and 90 relevant international judicial precedents, the
presentation proceeds from general to more specialised topics. Such aspects of the subject as the following are thoroughly
analysed: what is transfer pricing and the purpose of transfer pricing rules; the arm’s length principle and its application; the
consequences of a transaction not being in accordance with the arm’s length principle; the transfer pricing methods; the
mechanisms to avoid and resolve disputes; the transfer pricing documentation; the attribution of profits to permanent
establishments; the transfer pricing aspects of specific transactions, such as services, financing, intangibles and business
restructurings. The application of transfer pricing legislation is arguably the most difficult task that taxpayers and tax authorities
around the world must face. With this authoritative source of practical guidance, government officials, tax lawyers, in-house tax
counsel, academics, advisory firms, the business community and other stakeholders worldwide will have all the detail they need to
move forward in tackling this thorny aspect of the current tax environment.
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